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(Ebitortals.
recent malicious and unlawful destruction of property andTHE
wholesale damage to Ascension Hall cannot with propriety be
passed over without an expression of sentiment on the part of those
who know the distinction between a practical joker and a vandal.
This demon makes his appearance in our midst at regular intervals,
which intervals are getting so short that he seems to be among us con-
tinually. Winter or summer, spring or fall, it makes no difference, he
is always ready to carry out the first diabolical plot that any fertile
brain will hatch. In the spring-tim- e he plays the role of a window-breake- r,
and as to how well he fills the bill, any one can attest who
will take the trouble to glance at the windows in the front of the
dormitory, after the first few days of warm weather. We advise all
the new candidates for the baseball team to begin at once by trying
to see how many windows they can smash, as that seems to be the
first prerequisite to a successful career. One becomes so attached to
this manly sport that in winter he uses snowballs instead, or if there
be no snow, for fear of getting out of practice, he uses stones ; in fact,
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stones are almost universally used by those who do not play ball. It
matters not to this demon what the College does for his comfort ; that
seems (o be no object to him, in fact, it is altogether alien to his
thoughts. What he wants is to get even (perhaps the five-dolla- r
damage fee explains this) but some of these days he will get so even
with somebody that he won't know the difference between the bulletin-boar- d
and a thrashing-machine- . Last fall the College, recognizing
that cleanliness is next to godliness, had placed in each hallway and
on each floor a large galvanized zinc refuse can. No sooner was this
done than our friend, the demon, and his companions conceived the
idea of having a ghost dance on the Campus, and by the skillful
manipulation of these cans, noise enough was produced to shake the
plaster o(F the Court House in Mt. Vernon. As a result of this and
other innocent divertisements, these once dignified-lookin- g recept acles
now have the appearance of the demolished armor of a Greek hero
alter a somewhat spirited encounter with the scythe-bearin- g chariots
of some Persian satrap.
They are now used as battering-ram- s by those who are accident-
ally locked out of their rooms.
But to revert to the outrage on Ascension Hall, let us not stop at
a mere mention of the facts without trying at least to assign some
cause for this annual devastation. We believe that this inexcusable
deed was done this year because it was done last year; we believe
that it was done last year because it was done the year previous a
sort of habit, as it were, that each succeeding class has of following in
the perverted footsteps of its predecessors You did it, don't you
remember ?
What possessed our ancestors to do this sort of thing is difficult to
say. That the man who started it had a warped intellect no one will
deny. That those who have followed his example have been similarly
unfortunate is still more evident; if then, one may put any faith in
Darwin, by the time some of us graduate a few ages hence, we may
wake up some fine morning to find the whole building floated down
tho Kokosing on a raft.
Let us arouse ourselves then to a sense of our responsibilities,
stem this tide of evolutionary iniquity and, by correcting ourselves,
lessen the liabilities of a posterity with morals as perverted as our own.
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THE recent and comparatively elaborate preparations for the semi-occasion- alpresentation of the Kenyon Minstrels, raise a ques-
tion in our minds as to the most suitable form of entertainment for a
College Dramatic Club. Before endeavoring to answer this, it is
necessary to consider another matter : Do the patrons of the College
productions attend with the view of obtaining amusement or instruc-
tion, or both ? If for amusement, it is necessary to provide something
that will keep the audience in a good humor throughout the evening.
As for the purely instructive, we believe that to lie outside the -d-omain
of College dramatics. By the term "instructive productions,"
we mean tragedy or those plays dealing with history. From the many
comments heard, it is judged that the audiences take kindly to neither
one of the two extremes but desire to have a little wholesome advice
mixed with their laughter. If possible, there should be some happy
medium selected, the which will be considered later. In this place
it would be well to consider the great objection to many of the pro-
ductions, and that is the introduction of women to take the female
parts. If the Dramatic Club is to be a representative College organiza-
tion, those taking part should be drawn only from the student body.
The Dramatic Club has tried many forms of productions, minstrels
being the only one that ever met with complete approval, yet were
this to be presented every year it would soon fall into the unsatisfac-
tory class. The farce, to a majority of educated people, is not pop-
ular. Its situations are generally unreal and the dialogue frothy, and,
at the conclusion of the piece, the spectator leaves with the impres-
sion that he has wasted both his time and money. Those who wit-
nessed the last musical production will admit that it did not fulfill
their expectations because the majority of the participants were un-
known and the singing was not up to the standard.
Now for the happy medium mentioned above : We ask that the
Dramatic Club produce legitimate comedy and draw all of their actors
from the students. There are innumerable plays that never grow old,
for instance those of Goldsmith and Sheridan. Perhaps it may
appear to be a large undertaking for the Club to present one of these,
but let us remember that one cannot win success by remaining idle
and mistrusting his abilities.
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there may be no misunderstanding on the part of anyone asTHATto why they were charged for the pleasure of attending the
Junior Promenade, the following explanation is offered :
This dance, which has always been distinctively a Junior affair in
etc., are concerned, has, neverthe-
less,
so far as the arrangements, expenses,
been most unequivocally a College dance one which, although
given in honor of the Seniors, all the students at Kenyon and Bexley
have had the privilege of attending.
As is well known by those who have once been Juniors, the ex-
pense to the individual is heavy; particularly is this true when the
class is small, as is not infrequently the case. In the past some of
these classes have been forced to ask for subscriptions. Was this not
an acknowledgment that the expenses were too great for the class to
bear ? Moreover, not every man in the class cares to attend the dance,
from it whatever, in past yearsyet these men who derive no pleasure
have been shown no discrimination in the matter of assessment.
Considering these two things alone, it is a matter of surprise to us
that such has been the custom for so many years a custom whose
only claim for survival is its uniqueness, for it is quite a safe assertion
that at no other college where dances are permissible does such a
custom exist,
On the other hand, it is a safe assumption that the men who go
to the Promenade do so for no other reason than for the pleasure to
be derived. We see no reason then, why a pleasure worth seeking is
not worth paying for.
That the Junior Class has established a precedent, no one will
deny. As to whether it is founded on common sense principles or
not, we leave you to judge.
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Kengon in tfye Wat
EUGENE F. BIGLER.
Barrio de Canovanas, Puerto Rico, October, 1898.
EW events of interest now occurred. General Haines had been
relieved and General Grant given command of the brigade, and
General Brooke removed his headquarters from Guayama to Rio
Piedras, seven miles from the Capital. The men occupied themselves
till pay-da- y trading with the natives for fruits and centavos, and dis-
cussing the rumors of our return home.
Instead of returning, however, as the Spaniards were evacuating
eastern Puerto Rico, we followed them, raising our flag over their
towns, and occupying their barracks. Company L's orders, the 29th,
through a misunderstanding were delayed until October 4th, when,
while serving our regimental guard, we were hurriedly relieved, in
the evening, to march to Caguas, where we were expected to be the
next day, to hold the town until relieved, then in turn to occupy
Carolina, fourteen miles east of San Juan.
When the clouds broke, which had been raining all day, by moon-ris- e
at one o'clock on the 5th, we said l adios a Guayama." At
day-brea- k we halted at the deserted barracks of Cayey Pass, where
the mountain peaks had been our enemy's very powerful allies.
From their earthworks, commanding the roads and passes, barricaded
and mined for miles in every direction, and looking far out to sea,
the forces driven thither from Guayama might have held our army at
bay and with their reinforcements they could have cut us to pieces
as they retreated from fort to fort down their military highway.
The skirmish at Barrio de las Palmas would have been but a little
incident. After breakfast we marched down into the rich tobacco
growing valley of Cayey.
Puerto Rico is truly a lovely island. It is a land of the most
brilliant green mountains, jagged ridges of primasval granite, which
encircle deep valleys. They are decked and clothed with cocoa-nu- t
groves, with fern trees, and woods and grasses of curious tropical kind.
The first part of this account appearad in January number.
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There are little ravines set with royal palms, and bread-frui- t trees,
and wild bananas ; more beautiful than landscape art could make
them, down whose steep clear torrents pour, where profusion of trail-
ing blossoms hang in scarlet and blue. Yet Puerto Rico is wretched
in her loveliness. The mountain valleys with here and there a native's
straw hut, look for all the world like pictures of Central Africa.
The sights and smells of the native towns destroy all charm of
nature. Everywhere houses, thatch or stucco, are built low, level with
the streets into which the inmates throw their tilth ; and everywhere
dirty naked babies, pot-bellie- d for the lack of proper food, may be
seen tumbling about the doorways. The native farmers crowd such
towns as Gnayama to do their Sunday shopping, bringing in their
little crops of bananas in saddle baskets which gall the ponies' flanks ;
or of maize, which the women grind in such mills as Solomon men-
tions in Ecclesiastes.
At Cayey we met our comrades of the First Brigade, who had
taken Coamo, and fought at Aibonito Pass. They were to havejoined us here on the main expedition against San Juan, but were
now about to return to Ponce. We halted next at a roadstead at
sundown to rest, and then pressed on without any proper conception
of the difficulties that lay before us, or of the distance across the
farther range of mountains. Right joyfully we whistled the "Hot
Time" and "Marching through Georgia," as we carried Old Glory
through the mountain clouds of Puerto Rico. The clouds ere long
let loose into Hoods that laid the green corn in the valleys below;
and we marched in silence holding each other's hands to avoid
walking over the precipice on the one side, or into the ditch on the
other, frequently running into an ox cart that labored up the way.
Thus wet to the skin in spite of ponchos, we at length pulled into
Caguas to the astonishment of the regulars there, at our forced and
unnecessary march of thirty-fiv- e miles in twenty-on- e hours.
A detachment of General Brooke's body guard, Company F of
the 8th Infantry, had been sent down in ambulances to raise the Hag
on the evacuation at noon. Yet the Caguas flag belonged to us, and
ours waved from the Alcaldia next morning.
We rested five days. On the 8th the regiment arrived and
established headquarters, and .early Monday morning, the 10th. we re- -
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sumed our way to Kio Piedras, thence to Carolina, where we relieved
Captain Scott, glad to get into a country of somewhat nearer approach
to civilization. On the afternoon of the 11th a detachment of seven-
teen of the Company, a number of whom were Kenyon undergrad-
uates, went into garrison at Canovanas, the largest sugar plantation
in Puerto Rico. This estate belongs to the "Colonial Company,
Limited," of London, and their genial superintendent. Mr. AV. S. Marr,
oversees the work of twelve hundred men for the product of five thou-
sand acres, which the plantation railroad brings in from all its parts
to feed the December grindings.
Quartered in one of the plantation houses, we lived as happily as
of June. The breeze from the oceanlords. Every day was a day
kept blowing, and clouds hung on Mount Loquillo's slopes. The
plantation house is one that is characteristic of the country, being
built upon pillars high above the ground, and reached by a flight
of stairs to the pretty Arabesque portico around it, where airy
the shade of flamboyans,intodoorways from every room open
aguacates, and almonds. Our valet, black Madelino, and our inter-
preter, " Uncle Tom," served us with the best that the plantation
produced -f- resh milk, bread, eggs, butter, fruit, honey and the
sweetest of melons, while its horses were at our disposal to ride where
we would. Often the plantation orchestra, which consisted of a
guitar, a " scratch scratch," and an accordion, would make an eve-
ning merry. Yet we followed garrison routine, raising the colors at
reveille, lowering them at retreat, and we kept nightly guard, for
trouble was to be feared.
The administration of this island even by martial law is going
to prove troublesome. The Puerto Ricans are what tyranny has
cruel. There are cut-
throats
treacherous,made them, sullen, revengeful,
and assassins among them; and a demagogical leadership
in the name of wrongs long endured is now ready to step into the
tyranny that the Spaniards have left, or, at best, to win preterment
for themselves. Now that the power of Spain is gone, there seems
to remain two parties of insular politics. Opposed to the largest of
these are the intelligent Spanish citizens. They were loyal to Spam.
They were loval to their country and to their homes. Under autonomy
they had sought the prosperity of their island. They are now ready
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to be loyal to the United States Government. It is to these that our
country must look first and last for co-operati- on in the work of re-
storing the life of the island; and they, rather than the unscrupulous
mob-leader- s, should receive local appointments, to be alcaldes,
judges, and magistrates. They are all the brain and sinew that there
is left in the country, and yet the rabble is ready to leap at their
throats. Mr. Marr gave me the translation of an anonymous
letter to General Brooke which illustrates the situation. It was
written by a Canovanas Spaniard upon the occasion of the return
to Spain of a neighboring planter whose life had been threatened,
but who had been known to be an honorable citizen of the Liberal
party. The letter was in part as follows:
" The sensible and thoughtful people of Carolina and Loiza have
been surprised that one Senor Iglesias should, in the presence of
Captain Scott, have incited the people to strikeB and to violence
against those whose only fault it is to be born in the same country
as said Senor Iglesias. It cannot be right for the victors to allow
the vanquished to be insulted and abused, who have enough to bear
in seeing their mother country conquered. What would be said of
a person who went to the threshold, and insulted those who were
crying for an idolized mother who had gone from them forever?"
Could General Brooke find words to censure those who did this and
escaped ?
Four of us with Mr. Marr, went riding down to Loiza on the
afternoon of the 28th for target practice by the sea. When White and
Marr and I had returned, after calling on a widow and some senoritas on
the way for a social chat merely (Simpson and the Lieutenant had
preferred to go ahead by rowing up the Rio Grande), Mrs. Marr in-
formed us that a gentleman had come to Canovanas to announce that
we were about to be relieved. This caused us some doubts, but did
not prevent us from accepting Mrs. Marr's invitation to tea. Pres-
ently Madelino came up in great excitement, saying that "veinti
cinco soldados " had come to Canovanas, and that we were wanted
at once. Did we gallop back at break-nec- k speed? We were just
in time to get into the wagons and rattle down the stone Carolina
road to take a train which, after much fidgeting and fussing, at length
returned us to our regiment at San Juan, where finally on board the
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Q.M. Dept. S. S. Chester, after the officers and their horses and
Puerto Rican ponies were comfortably settled, the men found such
quarters as the rats might vacate.
Still we were glad to leave the withered civilization of Puerto
Rico. Old Morro frowned severely against the rising moon as we
steamed out of the harbor past the hulk of the Terror which the St.
Paul had sunk. Before we left we saluted our old friend, the Cin-
cinnati, which remained to guard San Juan. Here also we parted
with General Grant who, with Col. Coit, was father to our command.
The second day out we had another funeral. The liturgy and
taps and the three volleys were repeated to the hollow echo of Old
Ocean's solitude. Then there was a splash. Another light was out,
another day was done.
Concerning the rest of our long journey through three capitols,
San Juan, October 29th ; to New York, November 3rd; Washington,
November 5th, and Columbus, November 6th, I will say nothing.
The Fourth Ohio was reviewed at the White House and received by
the President himself; and then welcomed at Columbus by the
Governor; but the welcome home was the best of all.
The muster of Kenyon men, as nearly as I have been able to
ascertain, is as follows :
Rev. W. E. Wright, '62, Chaplain 34th Mich. Vol. Inf.
Maj. H. C. Benson, '77, Regular Army service.
Capt. T. B. Wright, '83, Ass't Surgeon 4th Ohio Vol. Inf.
Lieut. E. M. Fullington, '87, 3rd Bat. Adjutant 4th Ohio Vol. Inf.
Rev. G. F. Dudley, '88, Chaplain 1st D. C. Vol. Inf.
B. H. Williams, '93, Troop M, 1st Vol. Cav. (Rough Riders.)
Lieut. E. G. Martin, '96, 2nd Lieut. Co. G, 5th Ohio Vol. Inf.
H. B. Sawyer, '96, Troop A, 1st Ohio Vol. Cav.
Oorp'l Oscar Adams, '96, Co. L, 4th Ohio Vol. Inf.
E. C. White, '96, Co. L, 4th Ohio Vol. Inf.
Capt. G. K. Kunst, 97, West Virginia Vol. Inf.
Beach Clark, '98, 71st N. Y. Vol. Inf. (Wounded at Santiago.)
Corp'l D. H. White, '99, Co. L, 4th Ohio Vol. Inf.
E. F. Bigler, '99, Co. L, 4th Ohio Vol. Inf.
J. S. Braddock, Jr., '00, Co. L, 4th Ohio Vol. Inf.
Serg't J. W. Rice, '00, Co. K, 6th Ohio Vol. Inf.
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E. D. Daly, '00, 10th Ohio. (Died at Camp Meade.)
O. A. Simpson, '01, Co. L, 4th Ohio Vol. Inf.
John Headington, '01, Co. L, 4th Ohio Vol. Inf.
B. G. Burt, '01, Co. L, 4th Ohio Vol. Inf. (Not mustered.)
W. E. Wright, '01, 34th Mich. Vol. Inf. (Not mustered.)
S. D. Blake, '01, Ohio Vol. Artillery.
May we not say, therefore, that considering her size in point of
numbers, Kenyon College, which in '61 gave so many of her sons to
the South and the North, has in '98 proven herself equally loyal to the
old nag and true to the spirit and memory of President Lorin Andrews,
Colonel of the old Fourth Ohio, and Ohio's first volunteer soldier?
concluded.
a Buck of (Een IJarbs.
C. F. M.
Awake, dear heart, awake ! thou has slept well ;
Awake !
Sir, in my heart there was a kind of fighting,
That would not let me sleep.
Shakespere.
TT WAS one of those balmy days in early October when the biting
frosts and bitter winds of the oncoming winter seem to rest for a
while, and we can contemplate, 'neath summer skies, the beauties of
forest and field, resplendent in russet and gold, more beautiful than
ever, as if happy and smiling, glad to enjoy the peaceful rest of winter
after the long toil of the summer. The early morning had been cool
and bracing, but soon the sun had warmed the air and had produced,
that miracle of autumn, an Indian summer day, so clear, warm and
languishing and so quiet, too, that a drowsy, dreamy spirit seemed to
pervade everything. The season's very name, so musical and sweet,
whisperingly begs us to dally in the groves and breathe their perfumes,
and taste the nectar in the last kiss of fleeting summer-time- .
I strolled down the path musing on many things and especially I
thought of the football game, which would take place in the afternoon.
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I passed the gray walls of Rosse, lonely and desolate, like a spectre
pointing to the indomitable energy of our predecessors.
I was roused suddenly from this thoughtful mood by the clanging
of the chimes, and I remembered that at that hour I had a recitation
in Spherical Trigonometry. I sauntered over to Ascension and, enter-
ing the Math-room- , took my accustomed seat in the last row of chairs.
Nine nine one three seven five. It was about the middle
of the first half. I must have been dazed for I remembered little of
the preceding play, and this signal, given in the fog-hor- n voice of our
husky quarter, called me to myself again. One was the key number
which called for my buck through center. I got up on my toes, with
every muscle tense, determining to make my length or bust. The
ball came flying toward me and clasping my arms around it, I ducked
low and plunged through the line, bowling men over like ten-pin- s; I
smashed into the quarter, knocking him off his feet. No one had
tackled me and I would have had a clear field except for the full-bac- k,
who stood ten yards behind the line with a look of bewilderment on
his face. I dodged to right and left trying to pass him but he, by
skillful maneuvering, kept in front of me, and finally I ducked my
head and lunging to gain as much as possible and perhaps lay out my
opponent, I telescoped him in the stomach with a force that made my
head ring, and for a second I thought I was hurt. Then I heard my
man groaning and cursing and the crowd laughing and yelling and I
knew that all was well. I raised up, but, horrors ! what a sight met
my gaze. No football canvas-back- s stood around. I was in the Math-roo- m.
Chairs, books, papers, charts and much of the valuable para-
phernalia of our Math department were scattered on the floor in
disorder. Most of my classmates were standing around doubled up
with unrestrained laughter, and a few were ruefully nursing bumps.
I 6aw all this in a moment and glanced down. Oh! ye gods! I was
sitting a-strad- dle of our dear professor of Mathematics, who, between
groans, was rolling out good, round, orthodox oaths in a most fluent
manner. I jumped to my feet and dropped the battered remains of
Dooley's new dicer which I had been hugging tightly against my
stomach. Overcome with mortification, I started toward the door.
Dr. AVorth staggered to his feet and growled out, " This class is dis- -
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missed, and you, McKenna, don't come to my classes hereafter." I
walked out with the whole class crowding around me, laughing like
wild hyenas. I began to get rattled when they had kept it up for
some time and, catching Dorsey by the arm, I said, " What in thunder
has happened? What was I doing?" He stopped his explosions of
laughter for a moment or so, and then gurgled, " Oh, my ! Take me
out! What were you doing! Well, what didn't you do?" " Well,"
said I, u I would like to know something about it." At last he quieted
somewhat and said, " Why, you big chump ! You were sitting in the
back row, sleeping like an infant, when, all of a sudden, you jumped
up with a leery glare in your eyes, and struck an excellent football
attitude. I thought you were only fooling and tossed Dooley's hat to
you. You smacked your arms around it and, getting off quicker than
I ever saw you do in a game, bucked through the two first rows of
chairs in fine form, knocking the fellows endways. Here was a fresh
outburst of laughter. You lunged into the professor's table as if it
were an opponent and ran on. ' Doc ' was standing at the end of the
room with a look on his face that I can't describe. He saw that he was
in your line of progress and dodged this way and that, and you, as if
you were bent on smashing him, stepped to one side or the other just
as he did. Then you left the floor and dived at him like a tiger, and he
collapsed with your head sunk up to your shoulders in his stomach.
Oh ! Ho ! Ho ! Ho ! 1 never saw a show equal to it in all my life.
How sick 'Doc' looked when you hit him and how you glared and
gritted your teeth. Haw ! Haw ! Haw ! Haw ! " His infernal laugh-
ing made me mad and I felt like making him feel worse than 'Doc1
did, but I was still a bit puzzled and said, " Keep still, you idiot, and
answer me one thing, and then laugh till you explode. I heard the
signal given, nine nine one three seven five, for my buck through
center, heard it as plainly as I hear you fellows now, and it sounded
just like Hennessy's voice." I thought Dorsey and the rest would go
into spasms as I said this, but finally he managed to blurt out, " Well,
I'll be shot ! this is worse and worse ! Why, Hennessy did give that
signal just before your outbreak, but it was a logarithm in a problem
that he was demonstrating at the board.
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(Lfye Chicago Breakfast.
PRESIDENT PE1RCE officiated on Sunday, January 22, at ChristChurch, Woodlawn, Chicago, in the morning, and at St. Paul's
Church, Lake Avenue, Chicago, in the evening. At both services he
spoke to large congregations on the " Church Ideal of Education."
On Monday morning occurred the breakfast given by the clergy
to Dr. Samuel C. Edsall, the newly elected Bishop of North Dakota.
The Living Church " gives the following account of the affair :
The breakfast given in De Jonghe's, Monroe street, in honor of Dr.
Edsall, on Monday last, by his clerical brethren, was remarkably well
carried out, seventy of the clergy being present, with the Bishops of
Chicago and Fond du Lac ; also Dr. Peirce, of Gambier, as guests.
Dean Locke presided, having on his right the Bishop-elec- t of North
Dakota and Bishop Grafton, and on his left, Bishop McLaren and
Dean Phillips, of Kankakee. The menu card was an extremely neat
one, having on its front page a representation of the seal of the mis-
sionary jurisdiction, with its legend, Caelum non animam mutant;
also the quotation, Nil sine Episcopo, facetiously supplemented by
the words '' Not even a breakfast." On the third page were the toasts,
with a list of the speakers, prefixed by the words, Epulas celebrate,
pastores, hilare et ampliter, and having opposite each name an appro-
priate text from Chaucer, Shakespeare, or Longfellow. The chair-
man, whose motto was, " You will find me well accompanied with
reverend fa I hers and well-learne- d bishops,'1' gave the toasts in his
usual happy vein. Bishop McLaren, in speaking to his toast, "Wide
was his parish, and houses far asunder," referred gracefully to the
mansions in which he had known S. 0. Edsall from his boyhood in
Dixon, to St. Peter's. Bishop Grafton spoke feelingly of the great
work to be done in North Dakota. The Rev. T. A. Snively, in hand-
ing to Dr. Edsall an episcopal ring, the parting gift of his brother
priests, referred, in a neat address, to Dr. Edsall's popularity as one who
" Preached to all men everywhere,
The Gospel of the Golden Rule,
The new commandment given to men."
Dr. Edsall's response showed that while he regretted the partial
severance of ties that bound him to Chicago, he fully appreciated the
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gravity of the change, A sedile ad cathedram. The Rev. W. 0.
De Witt's speech was fully illustrative of his subject :
" May he live
Longer than I have time to tell his years ;
Ever beloved and loving may his rule be ;
And when old Time shall lead him to his end,
Goodness and he fill up one monument."
The dean of the Southern Deanery had for his theme the quota-
tion from " The Tempest " :
" Here's my hand.
And mine with my heart in it.
And so farewell."
The Rev. F. W. Keator, as representing the Northern Deanery,
and as a friend of the Bishop-elec- t, knowing him within and without,
as he aptly rendered the Latin poet Persius' pithy expression, "Intus,
et in cute, novi hominem" expressed his indebtedness to the honored
guest who had been mainly instrumental in bringing him into the
Church. Lie finished by reading a humorous original poem, the bur-
den of which lay in regret at having to put aside the familiar address,
" Sam," in deference to the new dignity which his tried friend is
acquiring. And thus came to an end a notable gathering, the largest
one of clergy outside of convention in many a day, and one whose
proceedings are well summed up in the closing quotation of the card :
" How blessings brighten as they take their flight."
There was an amusing and unique introduction to the breakfast
which the above dignified account passes over in silence. The waiters,
after ushering the guests to their seats, marched in a body to the
kitchen and struck for higher wages. The unsuspecting guests said
grace devoutly and waited for their food to appear. After about ten
minutes they began to fall upon such meagre portions of the meal as
had been set on the table, but it was not until some minutes later that
they descried the proprietor of the restaurant flitting about in a state
of indescribable nervous agitation and began to suspect the cause of the
delay. After half an hour or so a composition was evidently arrived
at, for the breakfast was served in an advanced stage of cookery.
On Tuesday evening, January 24, the Kenyon Alumni held their
annual dinner. About thirty men were present, and the meeting
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was one of the most delightful and successful reunions of Kenyon
men that have ever been held. Bishop McLaren spoke most cor-
dially and charmingly about Kenyon and its work and promised the
College his warmest sympathy and aid. Mr. Harnwell, the Secretary
of the Association, will send a detailed account of the dinner for in-
sertion in the next issue of the Collegian.
President Peirce was also present at the Consecration of Bishop
Edsall, one of the most imposing and beautiful ceremonials ever
seen in the American Church. The Consecrators were the Bishop of
Chicago, the Bishop of Milwaukee, and the Bishop-Coadjut- or of
Minnesota. The Bishop of Indiana preached the sermon. Kenyon
was highly honored in the appointment of the preacher, for Bishop
White is one of the most recent accessions to the House of Bishops.
The sermon was quite in harmony with the dignity, solemnity and
nobility of the ceremony.
At the reception given by the Church Club of Chicago, Thursday
evening, January 26, President Peirce was much encouraged by the
expression of cordial interest in Kenyon and the appreciative remarks
about its history and its standards, which he heard on all sides from
both clergy and laity.
(Efye Stubent.
C. F. M.
He wakes all night, and wakes to weep ;
Or by his lonely lamp he sits
At solemn midnight when the peasant sleeps,
In feverish study and in moody fits
His mournful vigil keeps. E. K. White.
us watch the student in his cell. There sits he, pale andLET
wearied, ever zealous, pouring o'er the page of some genius long
forgotten, almost unknown. His lamp, a companion of his quiet
hours, keeps the late vigil with him, a dumb, unconscious friend. The
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time is late; the wind moans in the trees and murmurs, fluttering
the vines at the window. The reader hears not, sees not things of
present time. His ear hears but the singing of the stars; his eye
gazes deep into the workings of the soul, and there finds sweet com-
munion with the kindred spirits of those whose thoughts he loves.
Sleep does not touch him, for while his form takes on the semblance
of that kindly rest, his soul goes on and searches visions yet more fair
than the pallid eye of flesh dare look upon.
Does he seek knowledge at this solemn hour? Nay, he dreams
o'er pages (hat portray the visions of seers who open up their hearts in
rhyme. Does he then love the music that their deft fingers drew
from out the lyre, or does he joy in the fair words that picture scenes
he never saw ? He hears or sees not this, but feels the spirit of the
poet intermingle with his own and sweeten all his life. But why does
he thus protract the light of day and dim his eyes with searching for
these treasures by the smoky lamp ? His life cannot be ever thus ;
e'en now his youth is sped ; his strength is sapped and time has
sprinkled his once dark locks with white. But he cares not for this.
Truth is dearer to him than the bright diamond; he loves her more
than life. When death shall come, her kiss shall feel so sweet upon
his brow. His life shall flicker out, leaving him regretting only that
he can not longer read and search the mines of truth, but taking still
a consolation in the thought that beyond the dark veil he shall see
more clearly and shall find a place where his zeal unhampered by the
wearying eye shall contemplate the depths.
Sometimes he wanders in the woods, and rambles through pleas-
ant glades, where cool bowers invite him with their soothing breath,
where nature blossoms into beauty, where the brook murmurs trick-
ling on, and birds tune their throats to songs of praise. Yet, he sees
not color nor form, nor smells the odor of the flowers, nor hears the
songs of birds. He looks beyond all this to see the spirit that
pervades it, to know its maker. He takes no pleasure in the outward
life but lives wrapped in thought, hidden in the dark recesses of the
soul. His life is as a dream, a vision, call it what you will, a con-
sciousness which knows not pain nor ill ; he sees that which underlies
all and that is ever good.
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Basket Ball.
KENYON, 18. OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY, 7.
THE basket ball game on February 11th, was a pleasant surpriseto many. It was the first time this game had been played in
Gambier, and there was doubt in the minds of some whether it would
find sufficient approval to obtain the support which it will require.
The game which took place in the K. M. A. gymnasium began at
4:00 P. m. Mr. Cummings, the referee, gave a short exposition of the
principal points of the game. The ball was tossed into the center of
the room as time was called. The first half was twenty minutes long
and the playing was so brisk and exciting that the time passed
quickly. Kenyon made ten points and O. W. U. three.
The second half lasted thirteen minutes and was much the same
as the first, except that Kenyon played somewhat carelessly at times,
allowing 0. W. U. to throw two baskets. Kenyon threw four, making
the final score 18 - 7. The line up was as follows :
KENYON. 0. W. U.
Collins, right forward. Colliton, left guard.
Brandon, left forward. Holmes, right guard.
Morris, center. Sloane, center.
Thompson, right guard. Calin, left forward.
Aubrey, left guard. Wilson, right forward.
The players are arranged opposite their opponents in the above
line up.
Aubrey, Capt. for Kenyon. Sloane, Capt. for 0. "W. U.
The best playing for the visitors was done by Sloane and Holmes.
O. W. U. needs practice to develop more team work and swiftness. It
would be difficult to say which of Kenyon's players deserves most
credit. All of them played an excellent game, considering the limited
time which they have been practicing, and the difficulty they
encounter in finding a place to practice. They need better team work
and practice in throwing baskets especially, but the individual play-
ing was excellent and we undoubtedly have material to turn out a
winning team. The game was very much enjoyed by all present, and
it is hoped that we will have the opportunity to witness many more
this term.
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Cfye 3un'or Promcnabe.
the evening of February thirteenth, the annual Junior Prome-
nadeON took place in the Academy Drill Hall. The hall was
made unusually attractive by decorations in blue and white the colors
of the Junior class, and by a cosy corner in one end where punch was
served throughout the evening. The inspiring music rendered by
Neddermyer's orchestra of Columbus, put such life and enthusiasm
into every heart that the ups and downs of the floor were forgotten in
the pure enjoyment of every note. Many of the toilettes were new
and beautiful, giving charm and attractiveness to the gay scene.
About the middle of the evening refreshments were served and ice
cream and overcoats reigned supreme for a time until the pulse was
again quickened by the welcome strains of the dance.
In spite of the extremely cold weather many out-of-tow- n guests
were present among whom were the following: Miss Frances, Ilar-cour- t,
'94; Miss Billingsley, Harcourt, '98; Mrs. T. Hazzard, St.
Marys; Miss Minnie Hasson, Tiffin ; Miss Laura Watts, Van Wert;
Miss Madge Collins, Chicago; Mrs. C. II. Moeller, Cleveland; Misses
Louise and Helen Stewart. Zanesville; Miss Jennings, Sandusky;
Miss Horstman, Avondale; Mrs. Southworlh and daughter, Elizabeth,
Salem; Mrs. A. J. Grigsby, Circleville; Miss Georgia Yorheis,
Coshocton ; Mrs. J. O. Johnston and Miss Johnston, Mr. F. C. Rowlee,
Mr. G. R. Lucas, Columbus; Mr. Clark Hammond, Steubenville ; J.
Reifsneider, Fostoria; R, J. Mishler, Ravenna; B. H. Williams, '93,
Monroeville; Phil. B. Stanbery, '98, C. Southworth, '98, Cincinnati;
Rev. J. B. Skilton, '88, Cleveland ; Miss Skilton, Monroeville.
(EI?e minstrel Srjotu.
the evening of February the fourteenth, the Kenyon DramaticON Club presented its semi annual entertainment in Nu Pi Kappa
Hall. The following is the programme :
PROGRAMME PART I.
Opening Chorus Rbin Hood
End Man's Song 'Liza
Mr. Bubb.
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SueBallad
Mr. Burt.
Ann ElizaEnd Man's Song
Mr. Aubrey.
Ballad O, My Honey
Mr. Russell.
End Man's Song You'll Get All That's A'Coming to You
Mr. Myers.
Ballad For All Eternity
Mr. Banta.
Closing Chorus.
PART II.
Kenyon String Quartette.
Mr. HustonMr. Skogland
Mr. Warman Mr- - Ingham
Violin Selection "MJSkg!fn1
Messrs. Wright and Burtgketch
And the Famous Lobsterscope.
PART III.
Burlesque on Cyrano.
Mr. Aubrey
rane' Tl Mr.CoolidgeRock and Rye Mr. BurtChristmas Tree .Mr. WertheimerDoughnut
Students, Professors, etc.
The circle was as follows :
Interlocutor, Mr. Mann.
End Men.
Mr. MyersMr. Bubb
Mr. WertheimerMr. Williams
Mr. CaulkMr. Aubrey
Mr. HaywardMr. Wright
Mr. BlakeMr. Coolidge
Mr. RussellMr. Burt
Mr-
- BantaMr. Foster
and appreciative one, as was demon-
strated
The audience was a large
by the generous applause of the local hits, which are, after all,
the one redeeming feature of the circle. The absence, too, of any one
particularly bright "star" in the circle contributed largely to its gen-
eral success. The songs were mostly new and catchy rag-tam-
e airs
and were well received.
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Of the specialties, the sketch by Messrs. Wright and Burt, while
almost entirely impromptu, was one of the " hits " of the evening.
Professor Ingham's ingenious Lobsterscope was about as near an
approach to Edison's Vitascope as could be imagined.
The burlesque on Cyrano was highly appreciated and it has been
much regretted since that owing to the lateness of the hour, the climax
of this famous play, the Harcourt Tree Day, had to be omitted.
Messrs. Doolittle and Grigsby, the manager and stage manager,
respectively, were untiring in their efforts to make the show a success
and through the valuable assistance of Mr. Hathaway, the director,
they were able to realize their hopes.
athletics.
R. S.
TT HAS been a longtime since the prospects for winter and spring
J-
- athletics have been as bright as they are now. The material in
college is better than for years past, and if the interest that was shown
in football last fall is as great in the coming months, there is good
reason to believe that the several teams will be as successful as was the
football team. It is thought that the managers will be able to schedule
games with the best teams in the State, and perhaps with teams
farther away.
BASE BALL.
The outlook for baseball is excellent. Five of the men who
played last year are still in College and plenty of new material is
evidenced among the new men. There will in all probability be from
two to four candidates for each position a friendly rivalry that can
not help but produce the most favorable results.
Manager Fillmore is hard at work on the schedule, and the indi-
cation at present is that Gambier will be treated to one of the best
baseball seasons witnessed for many years. But although good
material and a hard working captain will accomplish much, a success-
ful team can not be put on the field unless the management has the
unqualified support of the whole College, which support does not
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consist in empty expressions of hope for success, but in going down
into one's pocket to aid the management, and in going out on the field
each day to aid the team.
TRACK ATHLETICS.
In track athletics we have much to look forward to. While
greater interest was shown last year than for several years past, a
series of unavoidable reverses kept the team's work confined to our
own field and little more was accomplished than the putting of this
department, which had fallen off deplorably in the last few years, on
a firmer footing. With Blake as manager, and Lash as captain, work
in this department will be begun at once. There are a number of
promising new candidates and we may rest assured that we will be
represented by the best team that Kenyon has seen for a long time.
TENNIS.
The Tennis Association is under the management of Grier, who
is preparing to have the courts ready for use by the beginning of next
term. Both courts will be cleaned off, wire netting put up, lines
plainly marked during the entire season, and new nets furnished for
both courts. This can be done if about fifteen or twenty men will
join the Association. The fee is only two dollars which covers all the
expense of each individual for four years. It is the intention of the
manager to keep off the courts all men who are not members of the
Association.
BASKET BALL.
We are glad to welcome basket ball among the departments of
the assembly. The need has been felt of a branch of athletics that
could be played in winter. That we have a chance to develop a good
team was shown by the creditable performance of a hastily picked
and unpracticed team made recently at Columbus.
The drill hall at K. M. A. is now being used by the team for
practice, and with proper support Captain Aubrey ought to put out a
good team.
Rodgers, the manager, is arranging for another game with O. S. U.
lie expects also to schedule games with other colleges. All that is
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necessary to make basket ball one of the leading departments of the
assembly, is the earnest and sincere support by all, for any one,
whether light or heavy, can play the game.
--
BISHOP McLAREN has appointed the Rev. George B.Pratt62
Ctlumm Hotcs.
J 4 as special missionary of the Chicago Diocese to Porto Rico.
He will leave for the West Indies to take up his new duties March 1st.
He will work under the personal instructions of Bishop McLaren and
establish missions and schools in all the large settlements on the
island. He will first go to San Juan. His appointment has been
formally confirmed by the National Episcopal Missionary Commission.
Several weeks ago Bishop McLaren was selected by the Commis-
sion to go to Porto Rico for the purpose of looking over the field, but
he was compelled to decline on account of ill health.
Mr. Pratt will not go as Bishop McLaren's personal representative
or to do the work originally assigned to him. He is to be sent as
missionar' of the Chicago Diocese.
The Rev. George R. Pratt, who has been honored with this im-
portant task, has been a resident of Chicago for twelve years and is
well known among the local clergy. He served as rector of the
Auburn Park Episcopal Church and later had charge of the Oak Park
parish.
Mr. Pratt is fifty-fou- r years old. During the last two years he
has acted as assistant to Dr. T. N. Morrison at the Church of the
Epiphany.
'92. Mr. and Mrs. Leo Sanford Ganter are rejoicing over the
arrival of a son, born January 3rd.
College Hetos.
Johnston, '01, spent the 14th, 15th and 16th of January at his
home in Columbus.
A masquerade ball was given at Harcourt Place on February 4th.
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The College preacher on Sunday, January 29, was the Rev. Mr.
Smythe, of St. Paul's, Mt. Vernon.
Dr. Benson is recovering from a severe attack of the grip.
The College preacher on Sunday, February 5, was the Rev. Mr.
Nash, of Newark.
Arthur Bigler, of Mt. Vernon, spent Sunday, January 29, with
his brother, Eugene F. Bigler, '00.
The Rev. and Mrs. Moore entertained a number of Harcourt girls
and College men at euchre at their residence on February 6th.
Hurst, '01, left College at the opening of the term to go into
business in Lorain. The Collegian wishes him success.
Victor Wright, of Big Rapids, Michigan, while on his way to join
his regiment at Savannah, laid over Sunday in Gambier, the guest of
his brother, W. E. Wright, Jr., '01.
We notice, since the cold weather has set in, the exceptionally
fine skating has detracted from their books the "lovers " of Harcourt
and the College.
Simpson, '01, has been appointed assistant business manager of
the football department of the College Assembly for the seaso.i of 1899.
The K. M. A. and ex-K- . M. A. Cadets were treated to an informal
hop at Harcourt Place on Wednesday evening, February 1st,
President Peirce left Gambier on the first of February to attend the
Alumni Dinner of the Association of Cincinnati and vicinity, held at
the Burnet House, Cincinnati, February 2d.
The members of the recently organized Pedro Club of the Faculty,
and others, are spending some very enjoyable evenings before Lent
interrupts their meetings.
White, '00, is said to be roving " in the green fields of Virginia."
He anticipates resuming his studies in College next term.
The basket ball team, under the direction of Captain Aubrey, is
practicing regularly at the K. M. A. gymnasium, and will soon be in
condition to reciprocate O. S. U.'s favor of last month.
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The annual Harcourt reception, which had been postponed on
account of the precautionary measures taken during the scarlet fever
scare, took place on Monday evening, the sixteenth of January.
A professor who will dismiss his class on account of the frigidity
of the recitation room deserves to be made an honorary member of the
Humane Society.
Beautiful lamps of wrought iron have been placed above the four
doors of the College Chapel. They are a memorial to Alfred Buttolpli,
who was born on May 19, 1868, and entered into Paradise on April 20,
1891, and were presented by his mother, Mrs. Buttles, and his brothers
and sisters.
Philo Literary Society is in receipt of a letter from Denison Uni-
versity which relates to making arrangements for an intercollegiate
debate.
It is deeply regretted that Prof. West has been forced to go to
Hot Springs, Arkansas, for treatment of the eyes. Prof. West will be
gone about a month.
(Exchanges.
Soph. "'01 to subscribe for the Collegian? "
Freshy " Certainly you '02."
Willie "Pa, what are talking machines made of? "
Papa " The first one was made out of a rib."
"Take away women," shouted the orator, "and what would
follow?"
" We would," promptly shouted a man in the audience.
A mass meeting of students of Princeton University, by an over-
whelming majority, passed resolutions for the abolition of hazing.
The preamble of the resolutions recites that hazing in all forms is a
demoralizing practice, which has been carried to a baneful extreme
so as to damage the interests and reputation of the university, and the
resolutions, after declaring for abolition, say that the freshman class
will be expected to observe established college customs and provides
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for a committee of five persons, composed of the Vice-Presiden- ts of
the two upper classes, the editor-in-chie- f of the " Princetonian " and
the manager and assistant manager of the base ball team, to enforce
the resolutions.
The publishers of one of Kipling's recent books paid at the rate
of a shilling a word. A would-be-wa- g of Fleet street, London, upon
hearing this, wrote to Mr. Kipling to the effect that as wisdom seemed
to be quoted at retail prices he would like one word, for which he
enclosed a shilling. The Londoner duly received his answer. Kipling
retained the shilling and politely forwarded a large sheet of paper,
upon which was inscribed the single word "thanks."
Work done in the literary societies at Colorado College is counted
as an elective study.
Leland Stanford, Wisconsin, and Northwestern are debating the
question of allowing their representatives in intercollegiate debates
and oratorical contests to wear the college insignia. They argue that
as much honor ought to be given to the debaters and orators as to a
man who probably has played but one game. They claim, rightly,
that it would be a powerful incentive to debate and oratory.
Last night I held a little hand,
So dainty and so neat;
Methought my heart would burst with joy,
So wildly did it beat.
No other hand into my soul
Could so great solace bring,
Than that I held last night, which was
Four aces and a king.
College dictionary: Commencement the end; Sophomore a
wise person, one of nature's noblemen; Rhetoricals a review of the
tortures of the Middle Ages ; Senior one who rides a pony in the race
for sheepskins ; Junior one who knows it all and tries to teach the
Faculty ; Flunk a process of changing from a four to a five years'
course; Valedictorian a wind instrument belonging to the Senior
Class; Quiz an instrument of torture which teachers delight in
using on pupils; Pony a beast of burden used by students when
traveling in unexplored lands; Faculty a troublesome organization
that interferes with the students' enterprises.
Baker's
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THE KENYON
Studio,
COLUMBUS, O.
By applying to our Agent,
Mr. S. R. HUSTON, all Stu-
dents at Gambier will be
given certificates free of
charge, entitling them to
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cabinets and other sizes.
Established 1818.
BROOKS BROTHERS
Broadway, cor. 22d St., N. Y. City.
SPRING AND SUMMER OF 1898.
Our present season's stock is now
ready in all departments.
For Clothing to order a full line
of Scotch Fancies and homespuns in
Spring and tropical weights. Whilst
our Ready-mad- e stock shows the usual
season's changes in style, there will be
noted an avoidance of the exaggera-
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lower grades of Ready-mad- e garments.
Catalogues, samples and rules for
self measurement will be sent on
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CHASE AVENUE. GAMBIER, OHIO
